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Cool your home naturally with a Rainier Screen to effectively reduce heat gain and decrease
your reliance on traditional air conditioning. Research has shown that an exterior shading
system can reduce cooling costs up to 60%. In addition, Rainier is deeply committed to
respecting and protecting our environment. We are the only screen manufacturing company
in America that has a formal Environment Management System and is ISO 14001 certified.
Rainier Screens are easy on your wallet and the environment.

Fabric
Rainier Screens are available in a wide range of fabric, styles and color selections. They can
block the sun and keep your view, or provide complete blackout if desired. Fabric warranties vary
depending on your selection, but Rainier has a number of fabric selections with 10-year
limited warranties on exterior applications.

Colors
Rainier Screens are available in 10 standard frame colors; custom colors are available to allow
you to match your specific color scheme. Every screen is built to order with powder coating
done in-house, resulting in a beautiful appliance-like finish and requiring little maintenance.

Enhance Your Outdoor Spaces
Transform your space into a comfortable environment that is protected from harmful UV rays,
ventilated, and pest-free. Rainier Screens are designed with the latest solar protection technology
to ensure the best performance, highest quality and longest life.

Live Life Outside.
RAINIER SHADE RETRACTABLE SCREENS

LIVE LIFE OUTSIDE

EXTERIOR SCREENS

Innovative Retractable
Screen Solutions
Rainier Screens feature our innovative SRS™
Side Retention System, the strongest retention
system available in the market today. The system
is designed to keep the screen mesh stable, and
allows for worry-free use of your screen, even
in high wind conditions. Unlike other screen
systems, your Rainier SRS™ screen can be left
down when the wind blows, providing protection
and energy savings.

Stop the Bugs

liv e
life
ou tside

from Bugging You

Keep insects where they belong – outside! The SRS™ Side Retention System has the additional benefit
of being insect proof. To fully enclose your living area from pesky bugs, we add a brush on the hem
bar to seal the bottom of the system. And our exclusive Screen Clean feature, built into the housing of
your screen, brushes bugs and debris off the screen mesh, preventing pests from entering your home
or nesting in the housing.

Where Quality is Timeless
Dynamic by Design
Enjoy the outdoors on your terms! With the touch of a button, an Exterior Screen from Rainier will
enhance your home and provide shade, energy savings, ventilation and insect protection. Rainier has
a history of providing exceptionally crafted, custom-made retractable shading systems. Our tradition
of quality guarantees a sound investment in your home’s comfort and elegance.

Block the Sun, Not the View
Rainier Screens are designed to filter out the
majority of the sun’s harmful effects while
preserving your outdoor view and allowing
you to better control your interior lighting.
Our product is used to reduce annoying glare
on computers and television screens and
diminishes the harmful UV rays that fade your
valuable home furnishings.

LIVE LIFE OUTSIDE

Rainier was founded in 1896 and has earned our reputation as a provider of superior
quality products. Each Rainier Screen has TUV Certification with a unique serial number.
This seal indicates that your screen has been exposed to rigorous independent testing
and complies with all endurance safety standards required for listed electrical products.
This certification shows that we are held to a much higher standard
than our peers, producing the most reliable and safest screen systems
in North America.

Shade at Your Fingertips
We offer a wide variety of motors and control options. Each screen from Rainier
is made to order, so that you get exactly the options that suit your home and
lifestyle. We feature motors and control manufactured by Somfy, the world leader
in tubular motors. Time tested dependability makes Radio Technology Somfy (RTS)
the smart choice for Rainier Screens. We’ve found that customers with automated screens have the
highest satisfaction levels with their shading systems.
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